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Nascar, Ebsco and Stencilco has finalized an Etching, Sandblasting and
Carving Logo deal. Aftermarket Nascar Logo's on Glass, Wood,Metal Stone
and Plastic are the rights presented by Stencilco Inc. The only approved re-
usable Stencil Material in the Industry; Laser approved.

Stencilco Inc, EBSCO, and Nascar after 4 months of negotiations have the rights on Etching,
Sandblasting and Carving the NASCAR Logo's on Glass, Wood,Metal, Stone and Plastic
subtracts. Being the only companies in the industry to use Stencilco's re-usable Stencil/Resist
Material in the industry to complete the deal.

(PRWEB) May 27, 2003 -- Nashville, TN - NASCAR- Charlotte, NC, EBSCO- Birmingham, AL, and
Stencilco Inc, have reached an agreement for the production and use of Nascar Logo's on Glass, Wood,Metal
Stone and Plastic. By having EBSCO as the sales and distribution center for Stencilco, that has the rights and
the only industry approved stencil/resist material for Etching, Sandblasting and Carving. This type of agreement
positions them to be the only company ever to mass-produce and distribute Nascar items in the open market.

Most branding and logo's are silk-screened, transferred and/or labeled, be it short lived by quality or self life;
Etching/Blasting/Carving has a life time guarantee. Glass, Wood,Metal, Stone and Plastic as it's subtract
aftermarket.

Most Stencil/film/resist in our industry is made of PVC (known for it's health hazards). Stencilco's unique and
patent pending laser cutting techniques ensure that our processes and materials are safer (as well as being cost
effective).

Stencilco has entered into the branding and logo arena and has successfully teamed up with the number one
sports logo in the Industry. Now products, (subtracts like glass, wood, metal, stone and plastic) can be mass-
produced for the aftermarket, with NASCAR and other house hold names on them.

COMING SOON! *Christian Ware*(chapter and verse) - *NASCAR Ware* (drinking, Beer glasses, mugs,
coasters, drivers signature art and car plaques) - *ARTWare* (reproduction perfectly etched on subtracts).

Contact Info:
Stencilco Inc (information) Call 615-254-4111, 615-242-5080.
EBSCO: (orders, Q&A) 205-226-8430 or 800-660-2217.
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Contact Information
Mike or Richard
Stencilco Inc or EBSCO
http://www.stencilcostudios.com, www.stencilco.com
615-254-4111

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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